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Too

often, code enforcement officers
are posed with the question
“what is code enforcement?” And, too often,
our answers are inadequate and vague.
Rather than answer this inquiry with a
direct response about the “what” that we do
(citations, notices, education), we should steer
the conversation immediately to the “why” we
do what we do.
Code enforcement is an indispensable
function of local government, because the
foundation on which our duties rest is an
improved quality of life for our citizens.
Unfortunately, public administrators, the
media and the public more often focus on
higher-profile functions of government; such
as, police, fire and parks. However, would
any of these more glamorous aspects of local
government function (if at all) without the
moorings provided by each city and county

local ordinances? The spotlight shed on our partners
in public safety is understandable. The capture of
a murderer by police and the saving of a child by
firefighters is tangible and emotional. On the other
hand, the countless people saved by fires that never
occurred due to adherence to building codes or the
gang violence that never occurred because nuisance
codes kept a neighborhood from deteriorating are
impossible to quantify. Whether they know it or not,
our hard work greatly affects the challenges police
and fire departments face in our jurisdictions.
Instead, code enforcement officers can focus on
the lower-profile victories, of driving by a property
that used to be filled with inoperable vehicles and
now seeing it clean, or visiting a small business
that still exists because the unlicensed fly-by-night
competitor down the street has been closed down.
The media will not report these success stories but
continued on page 3

Check out the CACEO LinkedIn page and like us on Facebook
to get the latest updates on code enforcement.
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Al Brady

Greetings to the general
membership, vendors,
instructors and staff! I have
been bestowed a great
honor as your new CACEO
President. As your new
president, I will not forget
where I came from, and will
not forget that I work for you.

As we enter 2014, I am proud to say we are coming
off one of the most popular and successful seminars
in the history of the organization. I am also very
proud of our other committees who have worked
diligently to make each committee an accomplished
and effective team. I would like to point out that
the Continuing Education Program has become the
staple of this organization’s education. As more and
more prominent instructors solicit CACEO and vice
versa to work with us, the sky is the limit!
As you may remember, we began construction of
our online program a little over a year ago. We are
nearing the completion of this program and hope
to launch it sometime in 2014. This will allow for
more flexibility with courses that count towards your
certification from the comfort of your own home.
In regards to the pursuit of obtaining an author for
our standards bill, I have assembled what I believe
is a truly talented Legislation Committee. They are
committed to drafting the bill by the deadline and
working with our very talented Lobbyist, John Lovell.
In the end, the goal is to have a standards bill that
makes sense for all code enforcement officers.
I also want to take this opportunity to thank all
of the previous Board members and Executive
Officers, as well as the current Board, who have
paved the way with tireless commitment, energy,
personal time, effort, blood, sweat and tears that
have made this organization what it is today! We
would not be where we are today, if it were not for
the founding pioneers who paved the way. I cannot
say “THANK YOU” enough!
In closing, it is my vision to help take this
organization to the next level. This will not be easy
and will take time and perseverance; however, I am
truly blessed to be part of a very talented Board of
Directors with the assistance of a very talented staff.
I hope to meet as many of you as possible in the
coming year.
Your humble servant,
Al Brady
President

Executive Director’s Report
I would like to take this
time to reflect on the
past four years; in the
summer of 2009 I was
writing to you about
the fragile position a
lot of members were
facing in regards to
job security. As we
Melissa Dixon
approach 2014, I am
in amazement of the tough times we, as an
organization, have overcome. CACEO and its
members have pulled through these turbulent
economic times.
I would like to personally thank all of you for your
commitment to CACEO and the profession. With a
current total of 1,060 active members, I am proud
to say that CACEO is on an upswing, and we only
plan to keep moving forward.
This year’s past Board of Directors have done
a tremendous job pointing CACEO in the right
direction, adding to the overall growth of our
organization. A number of them are now off
the Board and while they will be missed, their
contributions will be felt for years to come! I
look forward to seeing what the 2014 Board of
Directors will bring to CACEO; as I am confident
that each director will continue to lead this
organization along a path of success.
To that end, I would like to remind members to
renew their membership before the New Year. A
membership renewal notice will be sent out midNovember for the 2014 year. (Please note: If your
membership dues are less than $75, that means you
joined mid-year and you’re amount is prorated.)
Benefits of membership include:
• Statewide education specific to Code
Enforcement – EXCLUSIVE TO MEMBERS!
• An Annual Seminar to network and maintain
Code Enforcement certification – EXCLUSIVE
TO MEMBERS!
• Discounts on rental cars
• A legislative advocate that promotes
legislation on behalf of all Code Enforcement
Officers statewide
We want to make this the best year yet for
CACEO and our members. The Board of Directors
will be meeting in January to set goals for 2014
and beyond. If any of you have ideas, comments
or concerns, please don’t hesitate to contact
me and let me know. I’m happy to share your
thoughts!

MISSION STATEMENT
CACEO exists to promote and advance the profession of code enforcement while serving and supporting its members by: Offering comprehensive
education and certification, Providing legislative advocacy on issues of importance to the code enforcement profession, Facilitating a network for
an exchange of information and technology.2
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Focus on the why (continued from page 1)
I strongly believe that code
enforcement is not an afterthought of
government or a function performed as
an “other duty as assigned.”

you know they exist, and can
rest assured the citizens that
were directly affected by these
issues feel better about their
community due to your work.
These quality-of-life issues
that code enforcement focuses
on quietly and effectively
provide support to all other
aspects of government. Code
enforcement assists economic development teams by keeping
business areas attractive and inviting to new business. We assist
the Public Works Department by educating (and, when necessary,
penalizing) stormwater quality violators. The efforts of Building
and Planning Departments would be fruitless if not for an effective
means of enforcing the building and zoning standards developed
by our partners in community development. These behind-thescenes efforts provide real public value to the rest of government
through our work. Quality-of-life efforts by our cities and counties
performed through our code enforcement efforts should come
second only to public safety in importance.

They applied this concept to a city and made the argument that
if a city did not address its most basic issues of disorder than
that neglect would encourage further and greater acts of disorder
and criminal activity. And what department in government deals
with the most basic conditions of disorder? In most places, it is
code enforcement. We keep fixing the broken windows so our
communities do not further deteriorate.
I strongly believe that code enforcement is not an afterthought
of government or a function performed as an “other duty as
assigned.” I have worked in the field for almost a decade, and
was a city police chief and briefly a city manager before coming
to work in code enforcement. In fact, I came to work in the field
BECAUSE I recognized the value of the service local government’s
code enforcement function provides.

James Q. Wilson and George Kelling authored their article on
“Broken Windows” over 30 years ago. To quickly refresh, the
point of their article and subsequent studies and books was that
crime and public safety efforts are rooted in addressing disorder
at its most basic level. They described a building with a single
broken window, and how the condition of the building would be
viewed by others and eventually deteriorate into total collapse
of the structure if the single broken window was not addressed.

Code enforcement should be a priority of all local government.
The next time someone poses that age-old question “what is code
enforcement?” take a moment and really think about your answer.
Remember the true role code enforcement has as a function of
local government and then proudly respond to your inquisitor with
an answer about the why.

3
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ARE YOU IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE FOURTH AMENDMENT?

COACH’S

CORNER
Answers to Coach’s Corner can
be found on page 6.

1. The Fourth Amendment contains two
critical legal concepts: a prohibition
against unreasonable searches and
seizures and the requirement of
probable cause to issue a warrant.
a. True
b. False

requirements for their jurisdiction. Additionally,
there is an electrical cord running from the side
window of the house to the accessory structure.
The officer makes contact with an occupant of
the dwelling and requests consent to inspect
the side yard. The occupant denies access and
denies construction activity. May the officer
use the information collected in an affidavit in
support of an inspection warrant.
a. Yes
b. No

2. The consent to inspect must be given
by a person who has authority to
grant the consent and must be ______
and ______.
4. In the scenario contained in question no. three
a. clear; prompt
the officer has no burden of proof that they
b. knowing; voluntary
made their observation in compliance with
c. with subterfuge; voluntary
plain view.
d. none of the above
a. True
b. False
3. A code enforcement officer is
investigating a complaint that an
5. Viewing an object/violation in plain view from
illegal accessory structure has been
a location where you have a right to be is
constructed in the rear yard without
______.
the required permits and approvals.
a. a violation of the 4th Amendment
The officer walks to the front door to
b. not a search
make contact with the occupants. As
c. evidence that requires a warrant to be used
the officer walks by an open window,
in court
the officer has a clear view of the
d. prohibited by Evidence Code Section 1040
structure along the rear side yard that
does not meet the minimum set-back
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Tips For
Successful
Warrant
Service
By David Mason, City of Del Norte

The

how of getting an inspection or search warrant
have been done to death: these are tips on how
to successfully serve a said warrant. They are in no particular
order, but each one can make or break your case (although
some might not apply to your particular situation).
I have served countless warrants over the course of my career.
Everything from a warrant to remove an abandoned vehicle from
a privately owned vacant lot where the warrant was a technical
necessity; to high risk felony multi-agency search warrants
where the SWAT team had to secure the property before the
non-sworn personnel could go into the property to sample
for hazardous chemicals (if you really want to get someone’s
attention, show up with State and Federal agents in raid gear).
Sometimes all you are there for is to take photographs and
document what has or has not happened since your last visit.
Regardless of why you are there with a warrant, keep in mind
that you are acting as an officer of the Court. Everything you
say and do reflects not only on you, but your agency, your
jurisdiction, the Court ,the State and the entire US justice
system. You are empowered to enter and to seize a person’s
property against their will. Most of your cases will not involve
evil people; merely, people that have let their property get out
of control and are too embarrassed to admit it. Sometimes
you will have defiant people that will argue that you either
do not, or should not, have the power to invade their space.
Regardless of where they are mentally and emotionally, you
need to be professional, courteous and respectful.
• As lead investigator and affiant, this is your case and you
are in charge. It is up to you to make sure that everything

COACH’S

CORNER

•

•

•

•

is done properly and that everyone goes home safe at the end of the
day. You will probably have experts going with you, and you would
do well to ask for and heed their advice, but at the end of the day, the
decisions are yours.
If this is your first time, ask an expert early on how to write an
operational plan, go over what you are trying to do and how to best
do it. Do not wait until the day of the service to start planning. Do not
expect others to do your work for you. They are there to help you, not
to do it for you.
Have a clear plan and objective as to what you want to accomplish,
and contingency plans for the variables. For example, if you are going
in to look for building code violations, have a plan for what to do
if there is dope, stolen property or evidence of other crimes. These
situations usually call for the law enforcement agency to do a “rollover
warrant.” They get their own search warrant based on what you
stumbled into. The trick is to slow your stuff down or pause until their
warrant is signed. If the cops suspect that they will find something,
they should have one ready to go and waiting—but that part is their
responsibility. Your responsibility is to make sure that they don’t go past
what your warrant authorizes, so they don’t screw up your case.
Bring the right people to assist and make sure that they know what
their assignments are. Everyone needs to know who will make first
contact and entry, who will be in charge of site security, who will be
taking photos, who will be searching and seizing, who will be taking
inventory/notes, etc.
Prepare an operations plan (OPS Plan) with a list of the participants,
their contact information, vehicle description, duties, etc. The plan
should have a description of the property, the objective, a map of
the area showing where the site is and the fastest route to the nearest
continued on next page

Question 1. Answer: a) True
Question 2. Answer: b) knowing; voluntary
Question 3. Answer: a) Yes
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Question 4. Answer: b) False
Question 5. Answer: b) not a search
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Tips for successful warrant service (continued from previous page)

•

•

•

•

•
•

trauma center/hospital, and an agreed upon rally point offsite for
the staging and after OPS debriefing.
Make sure you have the right equipment and personal protective
equipment—enough for everyone. Site security officers should
not be in the “hot zone,” so they should not need a Tyvek suit
and a gas mask. Their job is to keep people out of the search/
work area. This includes demolition work, as heavy equipment is
dangerous and you need to keep the looky-loos* out of the area.
All personnel near heavy equipment should have a hard hat and
an orange safety vest; for two very good reasons: 1) it is PPE that
is required by OSHA, and 2) it helps to identify who they are,
that they belong where they are.
Take lots of photos of the area before, during and after the
warrant service. Having before and after photos will save
your butt if someone files a claim that you damaged or took
something beyond the scope of your warrant. Do not take photos
of personnel—have them move before you take the picture. If
you want souvenir photos, take them off site. Defense attorneys
love photos with people in them. “So Mr. Inspector, if these
conditions were so dangerous, why are the people in your
photograph not wearing PPE?”
If you plan to seize animals, make sure you have sufficient
cages and workers to collect them, as well as a destination and
veterinarian ready to check their health, etc. First, document the
conditions and animals as they are where they are, then cage
and inventory each animal, document the conditions when you
are finished—how you left it. Upset suspects have been known
to destroy their own property after their animals were seized,
and then try to blame the damage on the enforcement agency.
If you will be towing vehicles, make sure you have sufficient tow
trucks available. The tow company does not need to know where
or who beforehand, they just need to know about how many
vehicles and what size/type of trucks will be needed.
For high risk cases, have the police/sheriff secure the property
before the non-sworn personnel go to the property.
For low risk cases, where only one officer is required, don’t
follow them to the door—wait out of the line of fire while they
knock. Let the officer bring the occupant out to you. Once they
are outside, they should not be allowed back in without a police
escort. You just never know when someone will lose it and try to
shoot someone. I usually let them choose between sitting where
an officer can keep an eye on them or leaving the property while
we work, but never let them into the secure area.

• Make sure you have enough of the right forms (inventory sheets,
evidence tags, etc.) and an extra copy of the warrant (not the
affidavit) to leave at the property with a copy of the inventory
sheet.
• If all you are doing is taking is photographs, leave an inventory
sheet that says, “Site and violations photographed and
documented, no physical evidence seized or taken.”
• Don’t stay at the site longer than necessary. When you are
finished, leave the site. Do the debriefing elsewhere, usually at
the rally point.
• Do not leave anything at the site except for a copy of the
warrant, and a copy of the inventory list of items seized. Do not
leave any trash, tools, equipment, wrappers, old gloves, etc.
Defense attorneys love it when you leave stuff at the site. It gives
them something to argue about in court: “Is it your agency’s
policy to leave trash and litter on other people’s property? No?
Then what other policies did you not follow?”
• Don’t forget to decontaminate in an appropriate manner. Clean
your shoes, hands, etc. Don’t take home souvenirs like bed bugs,
roaches, fleas or Hepatitis.
• Fill out the return and file it on time. Going beyond the return
date and filing late won’t necessarily void your evidence, but the
judge won’t like it. It gives the defense something to argue about.
• Last, but not least, YOU are responsible for your own safety.
Keep your head in the game and watch your back, you don’t
want someone sneaking up on you. Wear your PPE* properly;
decontaminate properly; you don’t want to take home any
pathogens, carcinogens or other nasty surprises.
* Footnotes
1. look·y-loo
noun
informal
plural noun: looky-loos
A person who, out of curiosity, lingers around the scene of an accident, etc.,
or strives to get a look into the private property of others, esp. celebrities.
“The trespassing looky-loos caused her to build a fence around the front yard.”
2. PPE
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Safety equipment issued to help employees in protecting themselves from the
hazards of their work environments. PPE includes fire retardant or chemicalproof clothing, gloves, hard hats, respirators, safety spectacles, etc. Food
hygiene equipment (aprons, caps, plastic gloves, etc.) are not included in this
category.

Gain instant access to property information
and document images nationwide –
online, anytime.
• Property Preservation
• Property Inspections
• REO Property Maintenance
• REO Rehab & Repair
• Insurance Inspections
• Origination Inspections

Call Crystal Mora at 714.250.8087
or email at cmora@firstam.com.

www.MCS360.com
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New Law Allows Code Enforcement Officers to
Formally Assess/Abate Health Issues Directly
By Matthew R. Silver, Esq.

Cities and counties that do not have a health officer in-house or through contract need
no longer worry; the law has been amended to fill the gap. Senate Bill 488, now signed
into law, grants cities and counties the authority to effectively and quickly remedy public
health hazards associated with pest infestations and inadequate garbage and rubbish
storage and removal facilities by allowing code enforcement officers to determine
such violations in the absence of a health officer. Since many cities do not have an
in-house health officer nor a contract providing for such services, abatement of issues
normally left to health officers formerly left cities vulnerable to a lack of authority to take
enforcement action.
However, Senate Bill 488 has addressed this problem by providing cities and counties the
authority to bypass the necessity of formally appointing a health officer (as required by the
previous law), or contracting with another agency to provide one, and instead, allowing
cities and counties to appoint their own code enforcement officers to assess public health
hazards.i A city or county may grant this authority to a code enforcement officer once
the officer successfully completes a course of study in the appropriate subject matter
as determined by the local jurisdiction. This amendment to the Health and Safety Code
promotes public health and safety by giving cities and counties, who once might have had
their hands tied for lack of a health officer, the power to quickly abate public health hazards.
Matthew R. Silver is a partner in the code enforcement law firm of Silver & Wright LLP, and represents
cities and counties all over California in all aspects of code enforcement and receiverships.
i See, California Health and Safety Code Section 17920.3, subsections (a)(12) and (a)(15).

Congratulations

The CACEO Nominations Committee received eight nominations for Code
Enforcement Officer of the Year and 10 for the Innovative Program Award.
While all the submissions were impressive, the winners were:

Award

Roy Wallis - 2013 CACEO Code Enforcement Officer of the Year Award

2013 CACEO

Winners

City of Rancho Cordova - Probation Community Alliance program 2013 CACEO Innovation Program Award
Thank you to all who participated in this program. We look forward to next
year’s submissions!

1. Roy Wallis - 2013
CACEO Code Enforcement
Officer of the Year Award
2. City of Rancho
Cordova - Probation
Community Alliance
program - 2013 CACEO
Innovation Program Award

1.

2.
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Providing
Solutions
That Fit

LPS Field Services
All the changes the mortgage industry
is going through can be puzzling at times.
More than ever before, servicers need
a true partner – one that offers the services
they need from one provider, while helping
them maintain compliance with new
regulations.
LPS Field Services offers the proven
solutions you expect from an industryleading mortgage technology and
services company – deep resources,
decades of personalized service and
a trusted nationwide network of
experienced, reliable professionals.

Preserving Assets. Protecting Communities.

•

Nationwide inspection, preservation and repair services

•

Focused on the latest compliance standards

•

Robust vendor management strategies

To learn more, visit
www.LPSVCS.com/FieldServices
or call 800.991.1274.
Appraisals and Valuations | Flood, Title and Closing Services | Origination Technology | Servicing Technology | Default Technology and Services | MLS Technology | Consulting | Data and Analytics
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Meet Your

New Board Members
Michael “Mike” Jiles,
Code Enforcement
Officer II, City of San
Bernardino
Michael “Mike” Jiles is
a Southern California
native, who has spent
more than 15 years in
the public sector working for various agencies
in Southern California. He loves the work,
the challenging missions and the goals that
public employees deal with on a daily basis.
Mike’s career has lead to a highly diverse set of
experiences. Mike became a CACEO certified
code enforcement officer in 2008. He has also
received certifications in OSHA investigations,
FEMA disaster and emergency management, and
other related professional training.
Mike is the Program Coordinator and directs the
operations at the all-inclusive Code Enforcement
Training Program at Santiago Canyon College. The
“Academy” program is the only peer-reviewed,
certified and accredited training program in
California that provides a basic to advanced
education (over four distinct modules) for
enforcement professionals. Successful students
additionally receive a Certificate of Proficiency
from an accredited academic institution upon
completion of the program.
In addition to his Program Coordinator role, Mike
currently serves as a professor of various subjects
at several academic institutions and continues
to teach for various professional organizations.
He has taught continuing education courses for
various organizations including CACEO, CALBO,
ICC and others since 2009. In 2011, Mike
volunteered and was fundamental in revising,
updating, and editing the California Association
of Code Enforcement Officers’ professional
certification examinations. Through Mike’s diverse
experience and education, he understands
that training empowers others to improve an
organization through the administration of
processes, managing performance and using
effective leadership skills.
Mike obtained a Bachelor’s Degree in Business
and Public Administration, as well as a Master’s
of Public Administration. Mike continues to
pursue his academic goals as a PhD student in
Organizational Leadership. Mike’s goals are highly
focused on training, education and developing
professionalism in the public sector.

Leonard Powell,
Community
Preservation
Manager, City of
Fremont
Leonard Powell is
the Community
Preservation
Manager for the City of Fremont, where
he is blessed with getting to work with an
outstanding team of code enforcement
officers. Leonard is honored to serve as
your new Region 2 CACEO representative.
Leonard has worked 30 years for
city, county, special district and tribal
governments, with 20 of those years as
a regulator. He has led two statewide
professional associations, and has
lobbied for changes in both Sacramento
and Washington D.C. Leonard chose
code enforcement as a career after
serving as an elected member of my
Town Council where he learned what it
means to work for the people and help
resolve community concerns. Leonard
holds a law degree, a bachelor’s degree
in organizational development and is
currently appointed as a member of the
State of California Gaming Policy Advisory
Committee.
When it’s time to play Leonard either
travels to go see his kids, or escape to
mountain bike destinations, especially
when there are campgrounds nearby,
always in pursuit of checking the boxes of
his mountain bike bucket list. Leonard’s
wife and kids think he is crazy for
choosing to be homeless on the weekends.
Leonard previously lived in Mendocino
County, where his family survived for
thousands of years by farming and living
off the land. Leonard is looking forward to
another phenomenal year for CACEO.
Please feel free to let him know what he
can do to help promote code enforcement
and serve your interests, and be sure to
bookmark the CACEO website and check
in often.
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Hector Ramos,
Building
Inspector III,
County Of Tulare
Hector Ramos,
was born and
raised in Tulare
County. He has
been married to his wife, Myrna, for 23
years and has two sons, Hector and Nathan.
Hector worked for 15 years as a licensed
contractor before becoming a Building
Inspector I in 2007 with Tulare County
Resource Management Agency. He
obtained his Residential Building and
Plumbing Inspector Certification in 2007
and 2009. In 2004 he went back to school
attending College of Sequoias obtaining an
A.S. Degree in Construction Inspection and
a Certificate of Completion in Construction
Inspection. Hector was promoted to a
Building Inspector III Code Supervisor in
2011.
Hector currently is in charge of Code
Enforcement in Tulare County, including
Substandard Housing and Employee
Housing. Tulare County is one of
approximately 10 Counties in California
who have an Employee Housing Program.
Currently we have 200 active employee
housing permits. Hector’s focus in the Code
Enforcement area has recently been on
the marijuana growths in Tulare County.
To date, the County has eradicated 42,525
plants in this year. He also started the
Administrative Hearing process for code
violations working with County Counsel in
cost recovery by-way of small claims court
and Code Compliance Agreements.
Hector was appointed to CACEO Board of
Directors in November 2013. He is looking
forward to sharing ideas with other Board
Director’s, becoming a vital part in assisting
with implanting new ways to streamline
the code enforcement process both in our
County as well as throughout the State.

City of Laguna Beach
Floodproofing Contingency Device
By Fred Fix, Code Enforcement Supervisor

Laguna

• All businesses and owners of commercial properties located
in Special Flood Hazard Area shall have a Contingency
Floodproofing Measures Plan;
The plan shall include the location of where the flood contingency
devices are stored and directions on how to install them. All
persons employed to work in a business located within areas of
special flood hazards are to be trained on how to install these
devices and be provided a copy of the flood contingency measures
plan. Each year on the last Monday in October, the business owner
and employees are encouraged to practice installation of the flood
prevention devices. Therefore, Monday, October 28, 2013 was
designated as the 1st Annual Flood Prevention Device Practice
Installation Day. This was a voluntary educational emergency
preparedness training event encouraged by FEMA.

Beach Code Enforcement has expanded its
duties into the field of emergency disaster
preparedness. Municipal Code Section 25.38 was recently amended
to require all commercial businesses and owners of properties
located in Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHA) to install contingency
floodproofing devices. The devices are intended to protect structures
and structure contents from flood damage. These devises typically
include thin channels at the lower portions of a door or window
that are designed to act as a barrier and will securely slide in prior
to a flood and remove after the threat of flooding has ended.
Utilizing the City GIS FEMA 100 Year Flood Plain map, code
enforcement staff reviewed the contour lines of each parcel within
the SFHA to determine the specific height requirements for the
required flood prevention devices. Property owners within the SFHA
were notified of the City’s Flood Plain Management Ordinance
requirements which includes the following:

Code enforcement officers are conducting on-site inspections with
property owners or their agents to provide informational materials,
answer questions regarding the recently adopted ordinance, and
assist them in their efforts to reduce the possibility of structure
flooding with the installation of floodproofing devices. Property and
business owners are also being provided with information to register
with AlertOC.com to receive emergency notifications regarding
potential flooding.

• All businesses and owners of commercial properties located
in Special Flood Hazard Area are responsible to install
contingency floodproofing devices;
These devices include hinged, removable panels and/or similar
barriers that can withstand the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic
pressures of floodwaters. The barriers are intended to be
temporarily installed at doors, windows or similar openings,
prior to a flooding event. The barriers are to be designed to
reduce the possibility of structure flooding and installed to a
height of six-inches above the FEMA designated base flood
elevation (BFE).

Laguna Beach code enforcement officers will continue their
on-going efforts to work with all property owners towards
implementing the requirements of the Floodplain Management
Ordinance in order to prevent and minimize flood damages in the
future within Laguna Beach.
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2013 What We Do Photo Competition
*names have been changed for privacy reasons

Photo contest
The Code Effect
Jorge Arellano
City of San Gabriel

Property conditions were in disorder
for more than two decades according
to surrounding neighbors and the city
planner that has been with the city of
San Gabriel for 19 years.
Within the last few years, due to
owner’s age, the conditions and
aesthetics of the property were
deteriorating. The property owner
was known for harassing neighbors
and City Hall, which included several
miscellaneous calls for service to
the local Police Department. For this
reason I was advised to leave the
property owner alone; however, since
our job is to improve the quality of life
and make a change I decided to take
the task of our city’s biggest challenge.
After a couple of “Kill’em with
Kindness” drive-by’s such as “hello,”

BEFORE.

“how have you been?” and “hope all is well”
he finally invited me into his property. We sat
outside the front yard (the inside of the home
had a strong rodent odor and you weren’t able
to walk through the home safely), and eased my
way to the reason I was there. After all, our job
is about negotiating and in this line of work I’ve
learned that sometimes it’s not what you say but
how you say it. So this was my chance to gain
or break his trust.

AFTER.

We, eventually, came to an agreement that
personal assistance is needed and help is
required to abate the existing violations.
Without having to issue a Notice of
Violation the work was under way in less
than a week. Our contracted trash hauler
assisted with providing the elderly resident
large bin’s to discard certain items at no
charge.

It’s What We Do
Liz Cameron
Count of Ventura

Located in Chatsworth the occupants
of this property needed a toilet in the
converted garage. They chose the
simplest way as can be seen in the
photograph. It seems all they need now
is a water hose and some toilet paper for
a complete and usable bathroom.
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Photo
contest
We know you
have better
pictures than
these…send
them in!

2013 CACEO

Annual Seminar
recap • LAKE TAHOE RESORT AT HEAVENLY

“Overall I
think it was
very well
done.
Looking
forward to
Monterey!”

South Lake Tahoe set the perfect scene for this year’s Annual Seminar. Attendees
came from all over; ranging from San Diego to Shasta County. This Seminar was
said to be “the best conference ever” and the “most attended since the merger”
(anonymous attendees from the 2013 Annual Seminar). With members, speakers,
vendors and staff we had over 325 people at the Lake Tahoe Resort Hotel.
The four-day Annual Seminar was jam-packed with activities. Classes, networking opportunities, exhibits from a variety of vendors and
even a roundtable forum with the Board of Directors kept members busy throughout the day.
In all, attending members earned more than 4,800 hours combined of continuing education credits from the variety of excellent training
programs offered during the Seminar. Some of the sessions offered included:
• Marijuana Dispensaries: Legal Update
• Growing Strong Neighborhoods in Your Community
• Massage Parlors & Prostitution
• California Building & Property Maintenance Codes for Code Enforcement Officers
• Bed Bug Epidemic
• Core Body Language (Fight, Flight or Comply)
• Pre-Incident Indicators of Terrorism
Be sure to look on under the ‘Annual Seminar’ tab on our website for more information on these classes and future offerings.
A big thank you to the Annual Seminar Committee, members, speakers, the Board of Directors, vendors, staff and everyone else who made
this event possible! Your hard work does not go unnoticed, and we look forward to many more Annual Seminars in years to come.
The 2014 Annual Seminar will take place in Monterey, California. Stay tuned and check the website for dates and accommodations, as they
are still in the works. If you have any comments or suggestions for our Seminars be sure to tell us! We are always looking to improve, and
your opinions matter to us!

stats:

Registration numbers:

Vendor Numbers:

2010 (Nor Cal): 223
2011 (Central): 168
2012 (So Cal): 253
2013 (Nor Cal): 282

2010 (Nor Cal): 15
2011 (Central): 10
2012 (So Cal): 16
2013 (Nor Cal): 17
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“Education
committee...
keep up the
good work!”

“Best one
yet. All very
professional
and well
presented!”
“Overall, very well done.
I learned a lot and look
forward to next year.
Thanks!”

Future Dates and Locations

Save The Date!
2014 Annual Code Enforcement Seminar
October 21-24, 2014
Embassy Suites Monterey Bay
Seaside, Ca
17

California Apartment Association

980 Ninth Street, Suite 1430, Sacramento, CA 95814-2741
(800) 967-4222  FAX (877) 999-7881  www.caanet.org

Kristy Kelley, CAA-AAGIE Membership Services Coordinator,
makes a presentation on code
enforcement.

CAA’s Local Associations
For contact details, please visit www.caanet.org

CAA: Honesty  Integrity  Fairness



We educate: The California Apartment Association helps multifamily property owners and


CAA Apt. Assn. Greater Inland Empire (AAGIE)

Riverside and San Bernardino Counties and Cities of Claremont,
Covina, Diamond Bar, Glendora, La Verne, Pomona, San Dimas,
Walnut & West Covina

CAA Central Valley

managers stay abreast of local laws regulating

Mariposa, Stanislaus, & Tuolumne Counties

the rental housing industry. We have a code of

Contra Costa, Napa & Solano Counties

CAA Contra Costa Napa Solano
CAA Greater Fresno

ethics centered on honesty, integrity and

Fresno, Madera, Kings, Tulare, Inyo & Mono Counties

CAA Los Angeles

fairness — and proudly share it with our

Greater Los Angeles County

CAA San Diego

members.

San Diego County

CAA South Coast

Orange & Southern Los Angeles Counties

We commit: CAA Member property owners

CAA Tri-County

San Mateo, Santa Clara & Santa Cruz Counties

and managers uphold the highest professional

Income Property Assn. of Kern
Kern County

standards in providing quality rental homes for

Marin Income Property Association
Marin County

residents of apartments in California.

North Coast RHA

Del Norte, Humboldt, Mendocino & Sonoma Counties

RHA of Sacramento Valley

We cooperate: CAA works alongside code

Amador, El Dorado, Nevada, Placer, Sacramento, Sutter, Yolo
&Yuba Counties

enforcement officers to help California’s 17

RHA Southern Alameda County

Cities of Castro Valley, Dublin, Fremont, Hayward, Livermore,
Newark, Pleasanton, San Leandro & Union City

million apartment residents improve the quality

San Francisco Apartment Association

of life in their communities.

City & County of San Francisco
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Customer Service = Resolution®

Congratulations CACEO!
for sharing the same commitment to preserve vacant properties
and

maintain the integrity of California’s neighborhoods.
Safeguard values its longstanding partnership with the
California Association of Code Enforcement Officers.
Michael Halpern

Heather Lazar

michael.halpern@safeguardproperties.com
800-852-8306 x 1392

heather.lazar@safeguardproperties.com
800-852-8306 x 1500

Director of Community Initiatives

Community Relations Liaison

CACEO

California Association of Code Enforcement Officers

1215 K Street, Suite 940
Sacramento, CA 95814
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